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The gun, like the axe and the plow, was an essential tool in the exploration and settlement of the

trans-Mississippi West. It provided food for the cooking pot as well as protection against two- or

four-legged marauders. Of course the employment of the gun, whether for good or evil, depended

upon the user. The men and women who lived the 19th-century western experience sometimes

described in detail the role firearms played in their lives. Such accounts included a trapper in the

1830s, a woman crossing the plains by wagon in the 1850s, a drover ("cowboy" in modern

terminology) enduring the dangers of a long cattle drive, a professional hunter engaged in the

slaughter of the once seemingly endless herds of bison, or a soldier campaigning against American

Indians. Each account adds to our knowledge of firearms and our awareness of the struggle faced

by those who were a part of the western experience. Gunsmoke and Saddle Leather describes the

gun's impact on the lives of those in the West - men and women, whites and American Indians -

using their own words to tell that story wherever possible.
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great book, coffee table size with tons of photos of great old guns, many of the guns photographed

were "dug" at some western site and are old rusted relics that really saw action in the old west. A lot

of history packed into this book, the photos make your mind race back to the era of the old west and

how these tools of the westerns were carried and used on a daily basis.high reommendation

An outstanding book about firearms in the 19th century west. The hundreds of period photographs



alone make this a great addition to ones library. The book is full of first hand accounts of the guns in

use. It provides many hours of just looking at photos and reading the first hand accounts of western

life. Perhaps the best book available on the subject.

Great book for anyone interested in firearms history of the american west.

Very good book and goes into very deep depth about old west. The best book on the subject.

Good book, could be better

Great reading! Pictures would have come out better if a more quality paper were used. All in all, a

great reference.

Gunsmoke and Saddle LeatherCharles Worman is the co-author of the highly acclaimed two

volume series "Firearms of the American West 1803-1894" but this isn't just a rewrite of that series.

Instead in more than 500 pages he provides additional information and photos covering the same

period--guns used by civilians, the army, and Native Americans in the 19th century trans-Mississippi

west. His extensive use of quotes by those who lived during those times and used the firearms of

that era adds to the relevance of the book. Trappers and early explorers, gold seekers, foreign

visitors to the frontier, lawmen, women shootists, cowboys (drover was a more common term of that

era), men engaged in the bloody slaughter of the bison, Mormons, soldiers -all are portrayed here.

The text flows smoothly and the author's extensive research effort to gather this data and locate the

hundreds of photos found here is apparent. There's an extensive bibliography, detailed index, plus a

list of museums which exhibit firearms of that era. If I had to find any fault with the book it would be

that the publisher chose to use a textured rather than a glossy slick paper which detracts a little from

the sharpness of the photos but that's a minor complaint. Without reservation I give the book a five

star rating.

I first saw this big book at a local Western art store, and was fascinated by the many photos of the

old West. It is a work of real art, allowing a reader to enter into a world that has been gone for

generations. Worman is one of the world's leading experts on historic firearms,and that knowledge

is brought to bear here, but his interest, and the book he has produced here, is much deeper than

that. Gunsmoke and Saddleleather is a book for any student of American history, and any student of



photography, as well as any firearms aficionado.There is something big in this book, beyond its size.

It belongs on coffeetables and on bookshelves everywhere, so that people can pick it up, and gaze

into the faces, weapons, and landscapes of a long ago time of hardship and danger and infinite

promise. Like any work of great art, it is hard to put your finger on exactly what is happening in

Worman's book- the letters that he excerpts here support the photos to creat windows into that other

time- tragedy, bravery, men and women putting it all on the line. Nostalgia is here, yes, but brutal

reality, too. This book was a major influence on me, and I cannot recommend it highly enough.Hal
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